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Featured Application: Potential applications of the presented motion analysis protocol are
clinical evaluations of joint function, e.g., for comparisons between different treatment regiments
or evaluation of pre–postoperative improvements. Furthermore, the provided repeatability
measures serve as a base for meaningful data interpretation as well as for comparison with
different biomechanical hand models.
Abstract: The purpose of this study was to develop a motion analysis protocol that allows the
simultaneous assessment of all hand and finger joint movements. The objective was to demonstrate
repeatability for future clinical applications in functional assessments. This study includes selection
of marker positions, movement tasks, kinematic approaches and a comparison of the two most
commonly used finger marker sets. By using a test–retest measurement of the range of motion in
twenty healthy volunteers, the repeatability of the developed protocol was validated. Estimated errors
of the presented method ranged from 1.2◦ to 6.4◦ . Finger joint angles derived from the marker set
with two markers per segment showed better repeatability (3.7◦ ) than with markers located on the
joints (5.1◦ ). Given the high repeatability found, the presented method appears to be suitable for
clinical applications. For the fingers, measurement repeatability can be improved by using at least
two markers per segment. Within this study, advanced kinematic approaches, such as functional
determination of joint centers and axes, are applied to the analysis of hand movements. The provided
standard values and estimate of the minimal detectable differences provide a valuable basis for
meaningful data interpretation and may be used for future comparison with other protocols.
Keywords: finger kinematics; hand kinematics; functional joint coordinate system; motion analysis
protocol; minimal detectable difference; range of motion; repeatability; motion capture
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1. Introduction
In recent years, three-dimensional (3D) motion analysis has proven to be a powerful tool to
quantitatively assess movement in all degrees of freedom [1] and the fast progress in resolution and
accuracy has resulted in improved measurement of fine motor movements, such as those involving the
hand and fingers [2]. However, the area of hand analysis is yet in its infancy and the current lack of
standardization in human hand motion capture [3–5] has been shown to impede the comparison of
upper extremity kinematics between different studies. Kinematic model description, model calibration
including the joint coordinate systems (JCS), marker placement and kinematic estimation appear to
be the four main problems in this research area [3,6]. The choice of marker placement, in particular,
has been revealed to be greatly variable [7,8]. Markers on the many hand and finger segments become
highly concentrated in a small volume and therefore impede simultaneous motion tracking of all
fingers [9]. The four most common, but also controversially discussed, marker placements for the
fingers are currently as follows [5,8,10]:
1.
2.
3.
4.

One marker per segment—linear placement on the joint head (FM1);
Two markers per segment—linear placement proximally and distally on the segment (FM2);
Three markers per segment—noncollinear triangular-shaped placement (FM3a);
Rigid marker cluster consisting of three noncollinear markers fixed on a base (FM3b).

When markers are placed on the finger joint heads, skin movement artefacts are high due to skin
wrinkles [8,10], but FM1 has still been presented to offer a repeatable and valid method that is simple
and fast [11–13]. FM2–FM3b have been recommended for precise evaluations in a biomechanical setting
because they are less affected by skin movement and marker misplacement artefacts [8]. Methods
FM3a and FM3b reveal a high robustness against skin movement artefacts [10] and allow the recording
of three-dimensional kinematics [9,14]. Due to the high number of markers, however, these techniques
are much more time consuming and marker occlusion may occur [13]. To our knowledge, none of the
studies using FM3a or FM3b have measured complex activities of daily living [5,9,15].
The scarce literature comparing different marker sets demands further validity and repeatability
investigations between different hand and finger marker placements, especially for future functional
and more complex hand movement assessments, which are of special relevance in a clinical setting [2,16].
With this in mind, an easily applicable marker set is needed that allows for the assessment of all wrists
and finger joints simultaneously when performing functional tasks. Special attention should be given
to the appropriate representation of the complex 3D movements of the thumb. In a clinical setting,
the range of motion (ROM) of a joint, defined as the maximum angular movement of the joint in
the anatomical planes, is the most important kinematic parameter. Based on the quantification of
the measurement error, an estimate of the smallest change in ROM that can be detected is of great
importance for data interpretation. So far, a motion analysis protocol for the measurement of all joints
of the fingers and hand and also including a definite statement on its ROM repeatability is missing.
Following the recommendations for protocol standardizations by Kontaxis et al. [3], this study
presents a motion analysis protocol with a biomechanical approach targeting a repeatable, objective
joint kinematic evaluation. The focus lies on the following three specific objectives: (i) the comparison
of the two marker concepts for the fingers most commonly used in clinical settings (FM1 and FM2),
(ii) the development and presentation of a kinematic approach that allows an assessment of all hand
and finger joints simultaneously in basic and complex movements, and (iii) the assessment of the ROM
and quantification of the test–retest repeatability.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Experimental Setup Repeatability Study
Ten male and ten female right-handed, healthy subjects (age: 27.9 (SD 4.7), height: 173.9 cm (SD
11.9 cm), hand length: 186.4 mm (SD 11.9 mm)) with no diseases, pain or previous surgery in the
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Figure 2. Illustration of the movements for the estimation of the functional wrist and thumb joint
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and wrist and fingers, respectively. Marker attachment was performed while having the subject’s
forearm and hand with palm facing down on a table. The wrist was kept in a neutral position and
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forearm and hand with palm facing down on a table. The wrist was kept in a neutral position and
fingers slightly spread apart. The marker positions, as shown in Table 1 and Figure 3, were chosen
based on the following criteria:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Freedom in movement performance,
Simplicity of marker position identification,
Possibility to measure all finger and hand joints simultaneously,
Visibility by at least two cameras during the entire movement,
Small number of markers still allowing an analysis of all relevant degrees of freedom (DOF), and
Application for simple and complex movements possible.
Table 1. Name and Location of the Markers.
Marker Name *

FM1:
1 marker per segment

FM2:
2 markers per segment

Segment

Placement Description

EL, EM, EUL

Elbow

Lateral epicondyle of the humerus, between the medial
epicondyle of the humerus and the olecranon, and on the
forearm, approx. 3 cm distal to the olecranon of the ulna

PSU, PSR
UAU, UAR

Forearm

Ulna styloid process and radial styloid process
Proximal to PSU on the ulna, proximal to PSR on the radius

CMC3, CMC5

Palm

Base of metacarpal bone III and V

MC1A, MC1B, MC1C

Metacarpal I

Triangular shaped position of the three markers with
MC1B proximal to the metacarpal joint I

D1A, D1B, D1C

Proximal phalanx I

Triangular shaped position of the three markers with D1B
proximal to the interphalangeal joint I

D1D, D1E, D1F

Distal phalanx I

Triangular shaped position of the three markers with D1F
on the distal part of the fingertip

D2A–D2D
D3A–D3D
D4A–D4D
D5A–D5D

Palm (A)
Proximal phalanges II–V (A,B)
Intermediate phalanges II–V (B,C)
Distal phalanges II–V (C,D)

A: on the metacarpal joint
B: on the proximal interphalangeal joint
C: on the distal interphalangeal joint
D: on the distal and dorsal part of the fingertip

Palm
Proximal phalanges II–V (A,B)
Intermediate phalanges II–V (C,D)
Distal phalanges II–V (E,F)

MC: Proximal to the metacarpal joint II–V
A: Distal to the metacarpal joint, dorsal on the proximal
phalanx
B: Proximal to the proximal interphalangeal joint, dorsal
on the proximal phalanx
C: Distal to the proximal interphalangeal joint, dorsal on
the medial phalanx
D: Proximal to the distal interphalangeal joint, dorsal on
the medial phalanx
E: Distal to the distal interphalangeal joint, dorsal on the
distal phalanx
F: On the distal and dorsal part of the fingertip

MC2
MC3
MC4
MC5
D2A–D2F
D3A–D3F
D4A–D4F
D5A–D5F

* Numbers in the marker name represent the finger number, whereby: 1 = thumb, 2 = index finger, 3 = middle
finger, 4 = ring finger, 5 = little finger.

As a result of the variability in finger marker placement, two different versions of reduced finger
marker sets (FM1 and FM2) were compared (see Section 2.6).
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(vRef) onto the respective hand planes [18], as shown in Figure 3.
and extension negative (−) [8]. The kinematics of the MCP2-5 joints was calculated by projecting a
vector representing the proximal phalanx (vProx2-5 ) and a distally pointing reference vector (vRef ) onto
the respective hand planes [18], as shown in Figure 3.
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2.4.2. Wrist and Thumb Joints (TMC, MCP, and IP)
The kinematic evaluation of the wrist and thumb joints was performed according to Grood and
Suntay [19], whereby the first and third axes were embedded in the proximal and distal segment,
respectively, and the second, so called floating axis, was perpendicular to the other two. The sequence
of the JCS were compliant with the recommendations of the International Society of Biomechanics
(ISB) [20], but the directions of the anatomical frames were defined based on a functional or combined
functional and marker based approach [21] instead of anatomical landmarks, as presented in Table 3.
Table 2. Joints of Interest and Kinematic Model.
Joint

Analyzed DOF
(Sign Conventions)

Kinematic
Approach

Radioulnar

Pronation(+)/supination(−)

Helical angles

Wrist
TMC

Flexion(+)/extension(−)
Radial(+)/ulnar(−) deviation
Flexion(+)/extension(−)
Abduction(+)/adduction(−)
Eversion(+)/inversion(−)

Grood and Suntay
Grood and Suntay

MCP1

Flexion(+)/extension(−)

Grood and Suntay

IP

Flexion(+)/extension(−)

Grood and Suntay

MCP II–V

Flexion(+)/extension(−)
Abduction(+)/adduction(−)

PIP II–V

Flexion(+)/extension(−

DIP II–V

Flexion(+)/extension(−)

Vectors between
the markers
Vectors between
the markers
Vectors between
the markers

1

Joint Center/Axis
Computation 1

Functional Joint Model

Longitudinal forearm axis:
combined
Joint center: functional
Joint flexion axis: functional

Ball and socket joint
Hinge joint

Joint center: functional
Joint flexion axis: functional

Ball and socket joint
Hinge joint

Joint flexion axis: functional
Joint center: combined
Joint flexion axis: functional
Joint center: combined

-

Hinge joint
Hinge joint

Functional computation: based on the approach applied in the gait analysis at the Institute for Biomechanics at
the ETH, Zurich [21] and computed on the basis of the MATLAB optimization function. Combined joint center
approach: determination by the intersection point of the functional joint axes with the plane that is defined by the
normal vector connecting the markers D1D and D1E, or D1A and D1C, respectively, and lies in the middle of the
corresponding markers. Combined joint axis approach: connecting line between centroid of the elbow cluster and
functional wrist joint center. We selected a different approach to assess radioulnar joint kinematics, because we
had no markers attached to the upper arm, as they would have been outside of the field of view of the cameras.
The capture volume was kept at a minimum in order to achieve maximum resolution to record the small and closely
located finger markers. Therefore, the elbow flexion angle could not be assessed.
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Table 3. Equations used for the segmental and joint coordinate systems.
Segmental Coordinate Axes 1,3

Joint

Distal Segment

Joint Coordinate Axes [19] 2,3
Proximal Segment
e: longitudinal forearm axis,
directional vector from fcwrist to
the midpoint between the elbow
markers

Radioulnar

Wrist

i = fawrist
j = Lpalm × fawrist
k=i×j
npalm = (MC2-CMC3) ×
(MC4-CMC3)
gcMCP3 = MC3 + (npalm * 10 mm)
Lpalm = fcwrist— gcMCP3

I = fawrist
J = Lforearm × fawrist
K=I×J
Lforearm : longitudinal
forearm axis (directional
vector from fcwrist to the
centroid of the elbow
markers)

e1 = I
e2 = e1 × e3/(|e1 × e3|) = FL
e3 = k

TMC

i=j×k
j = k × faIP
k = (fcTMC —fcMCP1 )

I=i
J=j
K=k

e1 = I
e2 = e1 × e3/(|e1 × e3|) = FL
e3 = k

MCP1

i = faIP
j = Lprox_phalanx1 × i
k=i×j
Lprox_phalanx1 = fcMCP1 —fcIP

I = faIP
J = Lmetacarpal1 × I
K=I×J
Lmetacarpal1 =
fcTMC —fcMCP1

e1 = I
e2 = e1 × e3/(|e1 × e3|) = FL
e3 = k

IP

i = faIP
j = Ldist_phalanx1 × i
k=i×j
Ldist_phalanx1 = fcIP— D1FT
ndist_phalanx1 : normal vector to the
plane of the distal phalanx I
containing the markers D1D, D1E,
D3F
D1FT: tip of the thumb, 3 mm
palmar to marker D1F (palmar
direction defined by ndist_phalanx1 )

I = faIP
J = Lprox_phalanx1 × I
K=I×J
Lprox_phalanx1 =
fcMCP1 —fcIP

e1 = I
e2 = e1 × e3/(|e1 × e3|) = FL
e3 = k

I, J, and K = segment coordinate axes of the proximal segments; i, j, and k = segment coordinate axes of the distal
segment; fa = functionally determined joint axis; fc = functionally determined joint center. 2 e1, e2, and e3 = joint
*
* *
coordinate axes; FL = floating axis; 3 all vectors of the coordinate systems were normed using the formula v = v /| v |.
Vectors are represented in italic bold.
1

2.4.3. Radio-Ulnar Joint
The pronation-supination angle was analyzed using a helical axis approach [22]. The attitude
vector of the proximal forearm segment relative to the segment represented by the distal forearm
markers (elbow) was calculated and decomposed along the longitudinal axis of the forearm to derive
the pronation-supination movement [22].
2.5. Repeatability of the Maximum Range of Motion
Because of the importance of the maximal joint mobility as a measure of hand function in a clinical
setting, a validation of the method has been performed by testing the repeatability of the acquired
maximal joint angle (MAX) and the ROM. As recommended by de Vet et al. [23], agreement parameters
were analyzed. They express measurement error in the same unit as the original value and are not
influenced by variability among the sample [24], therefore facilitating clinical interpretation.
The measurement error is represented by the standard error of measurement (SEM), which is
proportional to the standard deviation of the difference (SDD) between two measurements [23]:
√
SEM = SDD/ 2.

(1)

The minimal detectable difference (MDD) is based on the measurement error and defined as
follows [23,25]:
√
MDD = 1.96 ∗ 2∗SEM.
(2)
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The hypothesis that the change in the mean MAX or ROM of a joint between the two testing
equals zero was analyzed with a paired t test. The SEM and MDD were calculated for each joint and
DOF. According to McGinley et al. [26], errors of 2–5◦ are likely to be considered as reasonable for
clinical applications.
2.6. Comparison FM1 vs. FM2
For the evaluation of the finger marker set, the results of two different studies within the same lab
and setup were compared, with the location of the markers being the only methodological difference.
The finger joint ROM of the group described above (see Section 2.1) were compared to a previous,
Appl.
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3.2. Repeatability of the Maximum Range of Motion
3.2. Repeatability of the Maximum Range of Motion
All recorded data was visually inspected after joint angle calculation. Abnormal results were
All recorded data was visually inspected after joint angle calculation. Abnormal results were
excluded for further data analysis in case of clearly identifiable sources of error. These were mostly
excluded for further data analysis in case of clearly identifiable sources of error. These were mostly
missing or occluded markers crucial for joint angle calculations. A misplaced thumb marker was
missing or occluded markers crucial for joint angle calculations. A misplaced thumb marker was
identified in two different cases, once by reassessing the photograph of the marker set and in another
identified in two different cases, once by reassessing the photograph of the marker set and in another
case by a marker shift becoming identifiable during data processing.
case by a marker shift becoming identifiable during data processing.
The mean difference of the analyzed joint angles ranged from −3◦ to 2.7◦ when comparing
The mean difference of the analyzed joint angles ranged from −3° to 2.7° when comparing testing
testing days (positive: higher values in the first measurement; negative: higher values in the second
days (positive: higher values in the first measurement; negative: higher values in the second
measurement). The p-values of the paired t test ranged from 0.53 to 0.997, reflecting that there was no
measurement). The p-values of the paired t test ranged from 0.53 to 0.997, reflecting that there was
statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) between test and retest in all joints.
no statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) between test and ◦retest in all joints.
The estimated measurement error exceeded the limit of 5 for the flexion-extension ROM of the
The estimated measurement error exceeded the limit of 5° for the flexion-extension ROM of the
MCP5 and all thumb joints as well as for the maximum extension angle of the MCP1 and IP (Figure 5).
MCP5 and all thumb joints as well as for the maximum extension angle of the MCP1 and IP (Figure 5).
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data on the repeatability of the ROM for other motion analysis protocols. Therefore, the results of this
4.1. Comparison FM1 vs. FM2
study provide unique information for data interpretation when using the presented method.
Two reduced marker concepts for the fingers, which both allow the analysis of one DOF in the PIP
4.1.and
Comparison
FM1
vs.two
FM2DOFs in the MCP joints, were compared comprising the same mathematical
DIP joints,
and
procedure for the calculation of the joint angles. Flexion-extension movements are of greatest clinical
Two reduced marker concepts for the fingers, which both allow the analysis of one DOF in the PIP
importance and represent the major motion plane to be assessed [12]. From this point of view, a reduced
and DIP joints, and two DOFs in the MCP joints, were compared comprising the same mathematical
marker set is suitable to measure the most relevant joint angles, even though rotations around other
procedure for the calculation of the joint angles. Flexion-extension movements are of greatest clinical
axes might occur. Overall, the measurements of the ROM with two markers per segment (FM2)
importance and represent the major motion plane to be assessed [12]. From this point of view, a reduced
have proven to be more repeatable than with one marker on the joint (FM1). Still, in four joints,
marker set is suitable to measure the most relevant joint angles, even though rotations around other
axes might occur. Overall, the measurements of the ROM with two markers per segment (FM2) have
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namely PIP2, PIP3, DIP2, DIP4, the SEM value of FM1 was smaller than the SEM of FM2. These four
joints correspond to the joints with the lowest SEM values when comparing within FM1. In addition to
the lower average SEM, however, the SEM values of FM2 are generally more similar among all joints
(SD 0.7◦ ), whereas the SEM values of FM1 show a larger dispersion (SD 1.9◦ ). Skin movement artefacts
affect measurement quality, especially when markers are located on the joint heads [10], a region
known to be highly susceptible to skin displacement. The displacement of the skin also depends on
the joint angle [27], leading to an ambiguous identification of the marker position on the joint in FM1.
Therefore, the placement of markers on the segments (FM2) seemed to be clearer and more straight
forward. Interestingly, it was observed in a previous study that the accuracy of finger flexion angles
with FM1 could benefit from skin movements during flexion [28], whereas the effects of systematic
soft tissue displacement [27,28] for joint angles of FM2 are still unknown. As shown in this study,
the choice of marker positioning, considering skin movement in particular, has a big impact on the
repeatability of the resulting kinematics. A limitation of this study is seen in that the comparison
between the two finger marker sets was carried out on two different groups and group sizes of healthy
volunteers. The resulting variation needs to be considered when interpreting these results and further
investigation on the difference between these two marker sets is still needed.
Complementary to a previous study, showing that joint angles derived from FM2 are more
similar to FM3 compared to measurements with FM1 [10], we found that FM2 outperforms FM1 in
ROM repeatability. Hence, our results strongly support the recommendation to prefer two markers
per segment (FM2) over FM1, if a reduced marker concept has to be applied. It represents a good
compromise between the visibility of the markers and accuracy and it has already been successfully
applied in measurements of more complex functional tasks [29].
4.2. Repeatability of the Maximal Joint Angles and the ROM
A paired t test revealed no statistically significant difference of the mean values of the maximal joint
angles and the ROM between test and retest. It supports the assumption that in a healthy population
no change in maximal joint mobility occurs within the two testing days. Therefore, the precision of the
presented protocol can be estimated from the obtained individual test–retest differences. It comprises
the positional error of the measurement system as well as errors associated with the protocol and
the measured sample. To quantify the effect size of each individual factor of the error, however,
further validation would be needed. Furthermore, the alignment of the JCS seems to account for
another big influence on the kinematic output and different approaches lead to different joint angles [4].
A detailed analysis of the JCS alignment applied in this paper is planned in an upcoming study.
In general, good data quality can be obtained using a hand-specific camera setup. Nevertheless,
as a result of the complexity of hand measurements, some data had to be excluded, which explains the
different sample sizes in Figure 5.
The presented repeatability measures (Figure 5) are specific to the applied protocol and cannot be
generally transferred to other approaches but rather serve as a reference for comparisons of different
protocols. The value range that can be expected if a single testing is repeated by the same rater is
provided by the SEM (intra-rater), whereas the MDD reflects a measure of the difference between
repeated testing by taking the measurement error of both sessions into account. Hereby, only changes
bigger than the variability induced by the method can be regarded as real changes [25]. In this context,
only subjects whose difference on repeated testing is at least equal to or greater than the MDD reflects a
real difference at a 95% confidence interval [25]. Both SEM and MDD are independent of the variation
within the measured sample [23,24] and are therefore directly applicable to patients with various
pathologies and restricted mobility.
The measurement of the thumb and its repeatability have been shown to be remarkably challenging,
which might be explained by the complexity of thumb kinematics based on its unique kinematic and
anatomical characteristics compared to the other four digits [30]. Furthermore, the measurement of
the joints of the fingers closer to the thumb tended to be more repeatable, which might possibly be
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explained by the bigger segment size and finger coordination due to involvement in various grip
types. In a recent systematic review, it was revealed that only reduced marker sets have been used to
measure the thumb during daily activities of the hand so far [5], which may, however, result in a poor
representation of the complex 3D movements of the thumb. Our kinematic model allows the analysis
of three DOFs for each thumb joint. With regard to functional assessments, this is a clear advantage of
the presented method.
Due to differences in methodology, a comparison to previous studies analyzing the repeatability
of hand motion analysis protocols is limited. Our study was the only one using maximum joint angles
during dynamic motion tasks to assess the test–retest difference, whereas all other studies focused on
static postures defined by casts [31], metallic frames [8] or gripping of specific objects [11,13].
On the level of individual joints, the error was slightly smaller for the wrist, MCP2 and MCP3
joints than previously reported [8,31]. Averaged over all hand joints, the repeatability (MDD 8.8◦ /RMSE
4.7◦ ) lies in a similar range as previously published (MDD 5.5–10.5◦ /RMSE 3.4) [11,13], but with the
above-mentioned difficulties for the measurement of the thumb and the small finger. As the variability
in the execution of the task might differ between ROM and static postures, the comparison between
these different studies allows no final conclusions on the influence of the marker placement or the
kinematic model on the repeatability of the different approaches.
From a clinical point of view, the results of this study highlight the importance of a protocol
optimization in order to minimize errors. The repeatability of ROM measurement needs to be precise
enough to detect a difference that is relevant in a patient’s hand function and, therefore, allows an
accurate judgment of a patient’s improvement after a treatment or therapy. Thus, the MDD of a testing
protocol should be smaller than the clinically relevant difference to be detected.
In gait analysis, joint angle errors up to 5◦ have been shown to be generally accepted [26].
A corresponding value in hand kinematics is currently not available. Based on the high mobility in the
hand joints and the significant restrictions to be expected due to injuries or pathologies, we consider
this value to be transferable to hand motion analysis. The majority of the analyzed joints within this
study revealed an error below 5◦ (SEM 1.2–6.4◦ ) and the averaged coefficient of variation was less than
5% of the ROM. The protocol has, hence, been shown to be suitable for test–rest analysis in a clinical
setting. Despite the bigger error in the thumb and MCP5 joints, the protocol is yet appropriate for
applications where large individual improvements or deviations from the norm in those joints are
to be expected. A comparison of the repeatability of the motion analysis protocol with the common
measurement method involving goniometers facilitates the selection of the appropriate method for
future researchers interested in the change in ROM [32]. Whether the repeatability of a method is
high enough needs, however, to be put in context with the intended application and might vary with
regards to different objectives.
5. Conclusions
This study provides a motion analysis protocol, which allows a simultaneous kinematic analysis
of all joints of the fingers and hand, with its focus lying on the repeatability of the method. Reliable
protocols are required for studies that aim to detect small differences between groups as well as for
longitudinal study designs with multiple testing. In general, a reduced marker concept for the fingers
is applicable for more complex functional tasks, whereby the repeatability of the ROM showed a clear
advantage of marker sets with two markers per segment compared to the approach with markers on
the joint heads. For larger segments such as the palm, forearm and thumb, marker concentration is
usually not a problem, which is why marker clusters were selected, and a more advanced kinematic
analysis was possible. A functional approach is applied for the definition of the wrist and thumb JCS.
The results provide normative values of the ROM for a young, healthy population as well as an
estimate of the measurement error of the method. Despite its role as one of the most important clinical
outcome measures, statements on the ROM repeatability of hand and finger joints measured with
previously published motion capture methods were missing completely, therefore limiting comparison
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between different methods. Moreover, knowledge of the magnitude of SEM and MDD has an important
clinical impact, as it facilitates the selection of an appropriate measurement method. Considering
the importance of the ROM for clinical evaluations of joint function, the provided error estimates are
required for meaningful data interpretation and may be used for comparison with other protocols
in the future. In conclusion, the comprehensive analysis of the repeatability of the presented motion
analysis protocol can be transferred to future studies in patients, such as comparisons between different
treatment regimens or evaluation of pre–postoperative improvement.
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